NREE CONFORMITY REQUEST AND FAA FORM 8130-9 - DELIVERABLE

Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative will provide to Seller a Non-Required Electrical Equipment (NREE) Request for NREE Conformity Form X31447 containing instructions for the required conformity inspection. Seller will submit goods to Buyer’s Quality Assurance Representative who will initiate and complete Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Form 8130-9 “Statement of Conformity” upon acceptance of Sellers goods.

Seller shall include with each shipment a signed and completed copy of the FAA Form 8130-9 and the Request for NREE Conformity Form X31447.

NOTE: If Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative delegates to Seller the authorization to initiate and complete the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Form 8130-9 “Statement of Conformity” in lieu of submittal of goods to Buyer’s Quality Assurance Representative, the Buyer’s delegation authorization letter shall accompany the completed Form 8130-9 and the Request for NREE Conformity Form X31447.